A/~rract --It is shown that the negative resistance LC oscillator with the dc source controlled by a switch exhibits continuous chaos, islands, and various periodic -vibrations. Tbe circuit is analyzed by using the mapping procedure and Poincare Map can be derived strictly as a one-dimensional piece&e-linear mapping containing three parameters. Therefore, analytical results can be obtained for chaotic phenomena generated by the circuit. Moreover, theoretical results are verified experimentally.
I. INTRODUCTION
r N VARIOUS fields of natural science, continuous chaos that is random phenomena in deterministic continuous time systems [l] - [3] has been an interesting object. To investigate this very complicated stochastic phenomena, the ergodic theoretical approach is essentially available. In the theory, discrete systems, especially one-dimensional mappings, are minutely studied so that the mapping procedure is usually used to analyze continuous chaos in various physical systems including nonlinear circuits. However, generally, the procedure is done by using computer-aided numerical methods.
In this paper, it is proposed that the continuous chaos generator from which Poincare Map is derived strictly. The circuit is the negative resistance LC oscillator with the dc source controlled by a switch and exhibit chaos, islands [7] , and various periodic vibrations. Also, the Poincare Map is the one-dimensional piecewise-linear mapping containing three parameters and the following are cleared up on the mapping.
(1) Existence of the unique absolutely continuous invariant measure.
(2) Explicit formulation of the density of the measure. (3) Existence region of each phenomena (chaos, islands, and various periodic points) in the parameter space. Especially, concerning with (3), it is explained by using a transformatio:n of parameters that each region is arranged just like Cantor set in the parameter space. Moreover, the circuit is realized easily so that theoretical results can be verified exper:imentally.
The circuit proposed here can regard as the rigorous realization of the one-dimensional mapping, therefore, this work is useful to make up the gap between continuous chaos in nonlinear circuits and chaos in the mathematical models. Also the idea for the construction of the circuit is applicable to make the interesting nonlinear phenomena Manuscript received August 11, 1983; revised July 28, 1984 . The author is with the Department of Electrical Engineering, Faculty of Science and Technology, Keio University, Yokohama, 223 Japan. discovered in the mathematics possess the physical concrete form. Fig. 1 shows the circuit studied in this paper. In this figure -g, is a linear negative conductance and each constants is selected that u can vibrate whether the control switch S is opened or closed, that is, For a convenience, the initial states of the circuit are assumed to be u=o, c#l>o at t=O.
II. THE CONTINUOUS CHAOS GENERATOR
(2) For t > 0, S is switched on or off when a trajectory intersects + axis of #J -u plane as follows:
(a) S is closed at the moment when $I > $J, and u = 0, where +* is a threshold of + such that Gt'O, 45 ' L&V (3) (b) S is opened at the moment when $J Q $+ and u = 0. The circuit realization of S is given by Fig. 2 . That is if u exceeds V, at positive time t', then S, is closed from t' to t' + i? and S, is closed while u < 0. (see Fig. 3 ). Experimental results which verify theoretical results discussed in following sections are shown in Section VI.
III. DERIVATION OF POINCA~ MAP
To investigate properties of trajectories generated by the circuit, Poincare Map is derived. At first the governing equation of the circuit is given as below.
where ". " denotes the derivative with respect to r, 009%4094/85/0400-0320$01.00 01985 IEEE 321 2 Fig. 2 . The circuit realization of S: Opl.: The comparator whose threshold is v, where F is the maximal value of u just before $I equals +,. MM: The manostable multivibrator whose pulsewidth is T which is selected approximately 1/2f, +1/2f,, where ft is the resonance frequency when S is opened and /z is that when S is closed. closed from @ to 0).
and Here it is remarkable that the parameters satisfy
Here (6) is equivalent to (l), (3), and the initial condition In following discussions, we concentrate our attention to (2) is equivalent to the case where parameters satisfy
The general solution of (4) is obtained as
where, wi =/-, o2 =/3, A,, A,, 1c/i, and I/J~ are arbitrary constants.
For an initial condition which satisfy (7), a particular solution is connected by the continuity of u and Cp, and it can be obtained only for 7 > 0.
Next put
If (13) is satisfied then F(a) < a and F(1,) < 1 so that the interval J'= (b -c, a] is invariant and stable by F, (see 
And if parameters satisfy (13) then T = U, 0 F 0 UIpl, where
We analyze T based on its periodic points and so the fundamental definition of them is given by Definition I
An element p E I said to be an n-periodic point if p = T"(p) and p # Tk( p) for 16 k < n, for some positive integer n. Moreover, p is said to be stable, asymptotically stable (ab. u-stable), and unstable, if DT"( p) G 1, DTn( p) 41, and DT"(lp) > 1 respectively, where DT"( p) denotes the differential coefficient of T" at p. # Concerning with this definition we have Theorem 2
If T(0) < T(l), (that is, T is overlapping and V > 0 in Fig. 1 ) then there exists no stable periodic point. If T(0) > T(l), (that is, T is into and V < 0 in Fig. 1 ) then there exists no unstable periodic point. # Proof: We show only for the case of
a>1 and l>b>O.
In this case, T is isomorphic to F, and T(0) < T(1) is equivalent to c > 0 on F. So we prove the proposition by F instead of T. Suppose that there exists some stable n-periodic point p of F in (b -c, a] . Noting that there is no fixed point of .F, we see that ,p can be described as
Analogous manner is applicable for the proof of remained cases. Q.E.D.
In addition if T(0) = T(1) (that is, T is into and V= 0 in Each region is described as below:
where
Roughly speaking, R, is the chaotic region, R, is the stable region and boundary of both regions is Z. Next we give some definitions to investigate periodic point more minutely. Definition 3 Put
For each positive integer II, the set of the periodic sequence denoted by S,, is defined as follows:
S, is the set of periodic sequences such that (07)" or (Olm)oo for some positive integer m, where (OY)" denotes m m m 0-A 0 ~~~010~~~010~~~01~~~, andsoon.
S, is the set of periodic sequences such that
and ((Olm)(O1mil)n)' f or some positive integer m, n. S, i > 3, can be defined by using the same manner. # Definition 5 A m + 1 periodic point p is said to be 07 periodic point or 01" periodic point if the sequence {~"(P),~1(P),~2(P),~3(P),...} (20) is equal to (O"1)" or (Olm)oo respectively. Moreover, a periodic point p is said to be S,, periodic point if the sequence (20) is equal to some element of S,. # In this paper, we restrict our attention to S, periodic points. We show some results with respect to S, periodic points in following part of this section and these results are extended for S,, periodic points in next section. The existence region of S, periodic points is denoted by p," the existence region of unstable 07 periodic points, p," the existence region of u-stable 07 periodic points, P"-m the existence region of unstable 01" periodic points, P,-m the existence region of a-stable 01" periodic points.
Theorem 6 The existence region of S, periodic points is given as follows:
Cm= a,b,Dll+b+b.: 
for some positive integer k Q m, then there exists unstable 07 neriodic noints (see Fig. 6 ). Describing (25) where K is the normalyzing factor and la is the character- 
Equation (21) is derived from the relation x, < D < x,+~. In addition (23) and (24) are obtained by the symmetricity of T:
Theorem 7 istic function for ACI.
The proof of this theorem is the same manner as for the discussion on the density of the AC1 measure in [7] . Indeed it is possible to show that (i) The right-hand side of (30) is converge for each (a, b, D) E R,.
(ii) h(x) is the fixed point of Perron-Frobenius operator [4] .
(iii) h(x) is positive on [l -e, l] for some e > 0. Some numerica.lly obtained examples are shown in Fig. 7 .
We consider the division of the support of the AC1 measure. Fig. 8 shows T such that there exist unstable 031 periodic points and there exists the subinterval J which satisfy that T4(J) = J. In this case, the support of the AC1 measure is divided 5, and the corresponding trajectory fills up the bandit region on the phase plane, as shown in Fig.  11 . We call this phenomenon "islands" whose definition is given by the following. Definition 9 T is said to be that O"1 islands (or 01" islands) happens if there exist unstable O"1 periodic points (or 01" periodic points, respectively) and there exists some subinterval J in I such that and
where To(J) denotes J. If 0'9 islands (or 01" islands) happens, then the support of the AC1 measure is divided at least m + 2. 
and
then there exist unstable O"1 periodic points and the graph where meaning of each subregion is as below: of Tm+' possesses m + 1 discontinuities (see Fig. 8 Equation (33) is derived from (38) and clearly I" c P,". (34) is obtained by the symmetricity of T.
Q.E.D. It is remarkable that if (a, b, D)E I" with amb>fi, then the support of AC1 measure equals to U Im_tllTi( J), that is, it is divided m + 1 (see Bowen [6] ). Also the relation between P," and I m is ap,m n aIm=um (40) where aA denotes the boundary of a set A and x + <D&E). It is too difficult to illustrate each region, therefore, we H": Qm -+ TR show only a cross section of the parameter space in Fig. 9 , where P;' = P,'-, Z-l = I', and so on. (53) I n addition each region defined by (47)- (49) 
Here it is remarkable that the symbol "0" or "1" of T, corresponds to "0 m+ll" or "O"1" of T, respectively, and the symbol "0" or "1" of T-, corresponds to "Olm+"' or "01" 37 of T, respectively. That is, S, periodic points of T, or that of' T-,,, is S, periodic points of T. These lead us that the existence region of a-stable S, periodic points and that of S,-islands can be obtained by using H" or H-"'. For example the existence region of the a-stable S, periodic points corresponding to the sequence (Om+ll)n(Oml) is {a, b, DIH" (a, b, , b) E Pz} (59) and the existence region of the S, islands corresponding to the sequence (Olm+l)(Olm)n is
Also the above consideration can be continued infinitely, so that, the existence regions of all a-stable S,, periodic points and that of all &-islands can be obtained by using H" and H-" repeatedly. For example the existence the figure, we can observe vibrations corresponding to S, periodic points, S, periodic points with a short period, chaos, islands, and rotation. These results coincide qualitatively with theoretical results, but not coincide quantitatively. It seems that the main cause of the quantitative discrepancy is due to influences of noise generated. by switchings. In addition it is remarkable that the islands with narrow support (that is, T(0) C T(1)) is observed just like a-stable periodic points, as shown in Fig. 11(m) .
VII. CONCLUDINGREMARK
It was discussed that the negative resistance LC oscillator with dc source controlled by a switch generates chaos and various periodic vibrations. Here we would like to mention some already obtained results concerning with periodic points. In [8] , it is shown that the measure of the parameter region in which there exists no a-stable S, periodic points is 0 in stable region R,. On the other hand, in chaotic region R,, it is known that there exists infinitely other periodic points than S,, periodic points in general ergodic theory. That is, it is enough to consider S,, periodic points for a-stable periodic points but not enough for 
Hereby the following transformation can be constructed.
G,: (Tk(D+ h113
can be constructed (see Fig. 12 ). Since DG,(x) > 1 for a.a. can be constructed (see Fig. 13 ). For proof it is enough to I .
